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Catullus And The Poetics Of
This literary study of the first-century BCE Roman poet, Catullus uses two sets of comparative models to offer a new understanding of his poems. The first consists of cultural anthropological accounts ...
Catullus and the Poetics of Roman Manhood
An octogenarian, a man who has read Latin for pleasure all his life, recently remarked to me that, of all the Roman poets, Catullus was the one who actually seemed like a human being. I knew what he ...
Catullus: the poet as lover and scourge
The life of Gaius Valerius Catullus is something of a mystery. St Jerome tells us that the poet was born in Verona in 87 bce and that he died thirty years later. Catullus in his poems refers to known ...
Reading Catullus
Thornton Wilder’s portrait of Catullus in The Ides of March is a fine example of ... Then there is the fact that the present century invented Donne’s status as an important poet (I dare say that for ...
This Is Your Life, John Donne
“Catullus’ stuff is pretty rough,” says ... She even makes a reference to her seven-year marriage to poet Ted Hughes, calling him a “vampire” who “drank my blood.” ...
Hearts of darkness
Bidart, however, has returned to Catullus regularly, and with equal brevity each time, compelled initially by the paradox folded into the deceptive simplicity of the Roman poet’s odi et amo. It is the ...
The Crucified Hand
Was this poet, likewise, a careful reader of the hymn ... remarked on the extraordinary elegance with which Catullus translated this poem. Still, he deplored corruptions introduced by ignorant scribes ...
The Scroll and the Marble: Studies in Reading and Reception in Hellenistic Poetry
The poet Catullus (84BC – 54BC) dreamt of a politically independent Broadcasting Authority, public broadcasting service and culture czar of the calibre of Jason Micallef. Granted, Catullus didn ...
Epistle from the Romans - Ranier Fsadni
In response, though Obiols called it “a very complicated subject that cannot be treated with frivolity”, he added: “If I cannot translate a poet because ... t have Catullus’s ...
To drop a translator for having the wrong ‘identity’ is a sin against literature
Catullo—he got his name from Antique Rome's Gaius Valerius Catullus, who is often considered the greatest Latin poet ever—spent his life thinking he wrote like them. On the other hand, he also spent ...
The Poet and the Moon
In the weeks following he would sometimes scribble lines of Horace or Catullus on the blackboard and point out ... Castelvetro’s sixteenth-century commentary on Aristotle’s Poetics. Lane Cooper grew ...
Lane Cooper’s lessons
The poet Catullus even labelled the festival as “the best of days.” On the lighter side, the festival had a variety of traditions and activities such as role reversal between masters and slaves.
Saturnalia: The Dark Pagan Truth Behind Christmas, James Vandrau, Whitgift School
First, she was a woman poet, and although there were a few others ... Sappho also influenced Horace and Catullus and through them the whole chain of western love poetry. Some more fragments ...
Margaret Mountford on Sappho
New Troy exhibition at the British Museum showcases archaeological finds smuggled out of Turkey in the 19th century ...
Troy's plunder: Where the East and West first clashed
Current Santa Clara County Poet Laureate Janice Lobo Sapigao started the program ... and the works of ancient poets like Catullus (e.g., his slyly-lampooning Carmen 9) and Horace. In my own poetry, I ...
Santa Clara County Announces Finalists for Youth Poet Laureate
Gardini admires the poet Catullus (87–54 B.C.E.), considering him to be one of the greatest influences on Western poetry. Today, only 116 of his poems survive, including “The Death of Lesbia ...
Why Study Latin?
Richardson spoke with the poet after the lecture and then began ... drawing inspiration from the works of such writers as Beckett, Catullus, Chaucer, Garréta, Longfellow, Keats, Proust, Rimbaud ...
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